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Level 1 Level 2

Reader’s Theatre: High-Interest Plays

Click here for resource yer

Created so that students of different reading levels or ages 

could perform together in an educational setting. Many 

students love the drama of having an exciting part to read, and 

shy students often do better with readers’ theatre because they 

don’t have to act – they just stand or sit and read aloud.

Reader’s Theatre Theme Collections

Each Reader’s Theatre Theme Collection offers thematically linked 
Reader’s Theatre scripts that build uency, comprehension and 
content knowledge based on common curricula, as in the individual 
books on the next page. This type of Reader’s Theatre is unique in 
offering multi-levelled scripts that allow students at different reading 
levels to collaborate to build reading skills. 

The books in this Reader’s Theatre series all tell stories that will engage and entertain students while 
exposing them to concepts in Maths; Science; or Humanities and Social Sciences, respectively. 
While principally concerned with reading uency and comprehension, this enables teachers to “tie 
in” each story with their own instruction and maintain relevance to these subjects throughout.

Each book focuses on a topic from the Maths; Science; and Humanities and Social Sciences, 
subjects in the new Australian Curriculum, while incorporating English elements throughout. Texts 
are given a total word count to aid the teacher in allocating time for the group reading.

MathsScienceHumanities and Social Sciences

Reader’s Theatre Book Collection

Reader’s Theatre is a unique and exciting way of increasing reading uency and 
comprehension while engaging students of different reading levels and abilities in 
concepts from across the curricula.

� Use multi-leveled scripts to engage diverse students in improving their comprehension and uency.

� Literary scripts enhance understanding of ction and support cross-text analysis.

� Content-area scripts expand students’ academic vocabulary and knowledge.

� Foundational skills scripts focus students on key aspects of literacy and language.


